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Summary
Crucial features of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) include uncertainty about cognitive 
operations, and perseveration. Earlier studies showed that repeated checking has the paradoxical 
effect of enhancing uncertainty about memory rather than reducing it. The effect of perseveration on 
uncertainty is not confined to memory and repeated checking. Comparable results were observed with 
prolonged visual fixation, text repetition and «obsessive-compulsive (OC) — like reasoning». Further 
experimental evidence shows that motor perseveration reduces automatic access to the meaning of 
the activity. This may explain how perseveration generates uncertainty. Compulsive perseveration 
may induce «semantic satiation’ by interfering with the automatic spreading of activation. Clinical 
implications are discussed. 

Keywords: obsessive-compulsive disorder, perseveration, spreading of activation, 
uncertainty, semantic satiation.

Riassunto
Come la perseverazione compulsiva compromette la fiducia nelle operazioni cognitive
Tra le caratteristiche cruciali del disturbo ossessivo-compulsivo (DOC) sono annoverate l’incertezza 
rispetto alle operazioni cognitive e la perseverazione. Studi precedenti hanno mostrato che controlli 
ripetuti hanno l’effetto paradossale di accrescere l’incertezza rispetto alla memoria, piuttosto che 
ridurla. L’effetto della perseverazione sull’incertezza non è confinato alla memoria e ai controlli 
ripetuti. Risultati comparabili si osservano con una prolungata fissazione visiva, ripetizione di 
testo e ragionamento tipo ossessivo-compulsivo. Un’ulteriore evidenza sperimentale mostra che la 
perseverazione motoria riduce l’accesso automatico al significato dell’attività. Ciò potrebbe spiegare 
in che modo la perseverazione generi incertezza. La perseverazione compulsiva potrebbe indurre una 
«saziazione semantica» attraverso l’interferenza con la diffusione automatica dell’attività. Saranno 
discusse le implicazioni cliniche.

Parole chiave: disturbo ossessivo-compulsivo, perseverazione, diffusione dell’attività, 
incertezza, saziazione semantica.

How compulsive perseveration 
undermines trust in cognitive 
operations
Marcel A. van den Hout, Eliane C.P. Dek, Catharina L. Giele and Marieke B.J. Toffolo
Clinical and Health Psychology, Utrecht University, The Netherlands

Edizioni Erickson - Trento Psicoterapia Cognitiva e Comportamentale - Vol. 18 - n. 1 • 2012 (pp. 103-114)

EABCT: Special interest group – 
Obsessive-compulsive disorder
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GEnERAL inTRoDuCTion

The line of studies, discussed in this paper, started some 10 years ago with experiments 
testing if compulsive perseveration has ironical effects (van den Hout and Kindt, 2003a; 
2004b).We were not the only ones to come with this suggestion. Around the same time, 
comparable formulations were published by Mancini (2001), Rachman (2002), Tolin et 
al. (2001 ) and Salkovskis and Forrester (2002).

The idea was that patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) may try to re-
duce uncertainty by e.g., repetitive checking, but the latter might backfire and increase 
uncertainty rather than reduce it. This hypothesis arose from the realisation that behavior 
is more than output from our neuro-cognitive apparatus; behavior may serve as input for 
e.g., cognition.

The majority of the studies described in this contribution were carried out with healthy 
individuals. This was not merely because such studies are more convenient for experimental 
researchers. The nature of the problem at hand makes it vital to study healthy humans. If 
the hypothesis reads that checking serves to increase uncertainty, the strictest test is that in 
healthy individuals checking should be sufficient to create obsessive-compulsive (OC)-like 
uncertainty. The observation that, in line with the hypothesis, many forms of compulsive 
behavior indeed stimulate uncertainty may help to normalize aspects of the disorder. In 
clinical practice, we found that it is helpful for patients to have knowledge about this 
mechanism and to help them understand how many of their alarming uncertainties are, 
in fact, normal results from their own behaviors. We will start by describing the early 
studies on checking and memory uncertainty, move on to other obsessive uncertainties 
and compulsive perseverations and end with a tentative suggestion about how compulsive 
perseveration breeds uncertainty. 

MEMoRy unCERTAinTy AnD PERSEvERATivE CHECKinG in oCD

Relative to other anxiety disorders, OCD is somewhat heterogeneous (McKay et 
al., 2004) but there are symptoms that cut across many, if not most, of its manifesta-
tions. A first symptom is uncertainty, or, perhaps better, doubtfulness. Patients may 
doubt whether their hands are clean, doors are locked, the television is off, et cetera. 
A related symptom is perseveration that, for the present purpose, is defined as re-
peating or prolonging an action beyond the point where the repetition or prolonga-
tion adds to the goal of the activity (Giele, van den Hout, Engelhard, Dek and Klein 
Hofmeijer, 2011). Clinically, it appears that the doubtfulness of OCD patients has a dis-
sociative ring to it (Grabe et al., 1999; Hand, Rufer, Fricke, Held and Cremer, 2006; 
Merkelbach and Wessel, 2000). That is, patients tend to make comments like «I know 
that the door is locked, but somehow the memory is vague» or «I realize my hands 
should be clean after washing for 30 seconds, but they still feel dirty» (Reed, 1985).  
Research on uncertainty in OCD is relatively young and focused mainly on uncertainty 
about memory performance (Hermans et al., 2008). A first explanation of memory distrust 
in OCD is that it reflects a realistic insight in memory failure (for an overview, see Tallis, 
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1997). There is however, a major problem for this «memory deficit hypothesis» of OCD. 
If a cognitive routine is defect, the deficit should materialize as soon as the cognitive 
routine has to be executed. Memory defects in Alzheimer’s Disease or Korsakov’s disease 
are manifested as soon as patients have to rely on memory. In OCD however, memory 
uncertainty is highly domain specific. Patients may doubt their memory about locking 
the car, but not about shutting the windows or the other way round. Many studies tested 
whether objective performance on memory tests is inferior in OCD patients relative to age 
and IQ matched controls. While memory deficits are sometimes found, at least as often 
they are not (MacDonald, Antony, MacLeod and Richter, 1997; McNally and Kohlbeck, 
1993; Jelinek, Moritz, Heeren and Naber, 2006). The interpretation of the findings is further 
complicated by the fact that in memory tests, individuals are typically required to indicate 
whether or not they recall or recognize an item that was earlier encoded. A problem is that 
uncertainty about memory may translate into higher thresholds for e.g., recognizing an 
item. Low scores on memory tests may be affected by uncertainty. Interestingly, Radomsky 
and co-workers (Radomsky, Rachman and Hammond (2001) demonstrated that OCD pa-
tients showed superior memory for enhanced stimuli that are relevant to their individual 
concerns, while the trust of such disorder-relevant memories was relatively low.

The relationship between memory uncertainty and checking seems obvious: the un-
certainty may motivate to checking. However, around a decade ago, several authors, in-
dependently, suggested that although this may be the case, perseveration, in and by itself, 
serves not to decrease, but to ironically enhance uncertainty (Mancini, 2001; Rachman, 
2002; Salkovskis and Forrester, 2002; Tolin et al., 2001). The argument has a coun-
terintuitive implication. If healthy individuals, not suffering from OCD, would exhibit 
repeated checking, they should develop the type of memory uncertainty displayed by 
OCD patients. This is indeed what happens (van den Hout and Kindt, 2003a). We asked 
healthy participants to check 3 out of 6 gas rings on a virtual gas stove. At a pre-test and 
a post-test we asked them to indicate which rings they had checked (memory accuracy), 
how confident they were that they were accurate (memory confidence) and how vivid and 
detailed their memory was (memory vividness and detail). In between the pre-test and 
post-test, participants either checked the same gas rings as during pre- and post-test for 
20 times (relevant checking) or they checked different stimuli, i.e. virtual light bulbs, for 
20 times (irrelevant checking). Relevant checking had no effect on memory accuracy. On 
memory confidence, vividness and detail however, the relevant checking group displayed 
sharp decreases. No such effect occurred in the irrelevant checking control group (van den 
Hout and Kindt, 2003a, experiment 1-3). The findings were replicated (van den Hout and 
Kindt, 2003b; Dek, van den Hout, Giele and Engelhard, 2010) and the same pattern was 
found in OC patients (Boschen and Vuksanovic, 2007) and with real instead of virtual 
gas rings (Radomsky, Gilchrist and Dussault, 2006). The effects were first observed after 
20 trials of relevant checking; but Coles, Radomsky and Horng (2006) showed that they 
start to occur much earlier. The largest decline takes place between 5 and 15 checks, but 
subtle effects are already visible between 2 and 5 checks. Interestingly, an analysis of the 
nature of the uncertainty after «experimental checking» revealed that healthy participants 
experience the same kind of dissociative ambivalence reported by patients: «I think I 
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remember it all right. But it is blurry somehow, as though it is not there» (van den Hout 
and Kindt, 2003b).

Repeated checking in OCD is a «safety behavior», carried out to reduce uncertainty 
about harmful affairs. The experimental data indicate it is counterproductive; it enhances, 
rather than reduces uncertainty.

oTHER unCERTAinTiES AnD PERSEvERATion

While most research on uncertainty in OCD focused on memory distrust, this does not 
seem to do justice to the clinical phenomenology of the disorder. Patients may be uncertain 
about e.g., understanding written text («Do I properly understand what I am reading?»), 
about perception («Is the cupboard I’m looking at really closed?») or about reasoning («Is 
it warranted to conclude that situation X is really harmless?»). What may be common to 
these uncertainties is that they relate to cognitive routines that not-afflicted individuals 
carry out automatically and without doubt that the automatic routines cannot be trusted. 
Apart from exceptional situations, we trust that we understand written text, we take it for 
granted that what we perceive corresponds to the material reality out there and we jump 
to the conclusion that e.g., the house is safe without checking the flat-iron. Here too, the 
nature of the uncertainties shows large individual variations: patients may not have the 
slightest doubt about their text comprehension, but may be worried about their visual 
perception or the other way round. Interestingly, while memory distrust is often related 
to repeated checking, these other uncertainties, too, are often followed by perseveration. 
For instance, one of our patients, a technician, who was uncertain about understanding the 
text instruction for the installation of the central heating, forced himself to read the manual 
over and over again. Another patient distrusted her visual perception and as a result, stared 
at her hands for minutes to detect possible stains. Other examples of text repetition and 
prolonged perception can easily be given. 

The case of uncertainty about reasoning is a bit more complex. OC patients often 
report that when they are confronted with a (seemingly) innocuous situation, they wonder 
if, however unlikely, a bad outcome may follow. Whereas most people who have such 
fleeting negative thoughts may quickly decide they are too far fetched, some OC patients 
are plagued by uncertainty that serious harm may possibly occur and start to generate 
lengthy step-by-step reasoning scenarios towards this possible danger. An adolescent girl, 
for instance, left chewing gum on an iron bar of a Ferris wheel (at a fair) and then started 
to doubt and reason: «Could this chewing gum I have left have disastrous consequences? 
Possibly a child in another gondola may reach out for the gum and possibly at that very 
time the Ferris wheel may be set in motion, possibly the child may fall out and be killed. 
In that case I would be responsible for the child’s death!». This type of reasoning seems 
«perseverative» in the sense that, just like checking the door more than once does not give 
extra information, making far fetched reasoning cascades towards possible harm scenarios 
does not make conclusions about threat and safety more valid.

In sum, then, it seems that OC patients are uncertain about other cognitive operations 
than memory, and that these other uncertainties are also associated with perseveration. The 
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question then ensues if these other types of perseveration have paradoxical effects. Would 
they, just like checking, serve to increase, rather than to reduce doubt? There is some data 
to suggest that this indeed holds true.

Text comprehension

A popular children’s play is to repeat a single word, many times in a row: cow-cow-
cow-cow-cow et cetera. The subjective effect is familiar, but in fact remarkable: while the 
access to the meaning of the word «cow» remains intact, a subjective alienation takes place; 
the word feels strange and unreal. The phenomenon is called «semantic satiation», and 
the experience seems not unlike the ambivalence reported by OC patients: «I understand 
what I say or read, but still I feel I can’t be sure». The patients in whom we observed text 
repetition repeated the reading or pronunciation of sentences, not isolated words. Does 
semantic dissociation also occur for the sentences OC patients repeat?

As a first step we asked n = 103 students during a pre-test to pronounce a target sentence 
like «There is a threat of danger» and rate the degree of dissociative uncertainty that was 
experienced. Items were e.g., «I understood the sentence in a way, but the meaning was 
somewhat vague» or «It was as if the meaning of the sentence was less obvious to me». 
Not surprisingly, the scores were rather low. Then we asked half of the students to repeat 
the same relevant sentence for 38 times, while the others were asked to repeat a sentence 
that was different from the sentence that they pronounced in the pre-test. Finally, we asked 
all participants in the post-test to pronounce the same sentence as in the pre-test and re-rate 
the dissociative uncertainty items. Relative to the control group, there was a steep increase 
in uncertainty in the group who repeated the relevant sentence. Thus, uncertainty about 
the comprehension of text may give rise to text repetition, but the latter does not reduce 
uncertainty. On the contrary: uncertainty is enhanced (Vink, 2009). 

(Visual) perception 

Though we occasionally met patients who were uncertain about olfaction («Don’t I 
smell gas?») or aural perception («Don’t I hear something dripping down in the fridge?»), 
most patients seem to be worried about the validity of visual perception. Patients may then 
intensely look at some object (e.g., electric switches) to ascertain that they are adequately 
switched off. We tested whether visually fixating on objects has effects comparable to 
those of repeated checking or text repetition. In a first study (van den Hout, Engelhard, de 
Boer, du Bois and Dek, 2008), healthy volunteers looked during the pre-test at a gas stove 
or a lamp for 10 s, and then rated their (un)certainty about their perception and dissocia-
tive feelings. Participants were asked to rate different items about their uncertainty like 
«I saw it in a way, but it was all fuzzy» or «I felt confident about what I saw during the 
last 10 s of looking at the gas-stove/light bulb». Dissociation was measured with items of 
the Clinician-Administered Dissociative State Scale (CADDS; Bremner et al., 1998), for 
example «Do you feel disconnected from your body?». Then, half of them stared for 10 
minutes at the same object that was used in the pre-test, while participants in the control 
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condition stared at a different object. Finally, all participants looked in the post-test at 
the target object from the pre-test again for 10 s and subsequently rated their dissociative 
feelings and confidence about perception. Relative to the control group who stared at a 
different object in between the pre-test and the post-test, the group who fixated on the 
same object reported significant and substantial increases in uncertainty. However, both in 
the control group and the experimental group, dissociation was observed. Fixating on an 
object for 10 minutes is extremely long, and longer than the OC patients that we met did. 
If this staring paradigm is a clinically valid model of OC-like staring, the effects should 
occur fast, just like the paradoxical effects of checking occur already after a handful of 
checks. In a second study (van den Hout, Engelhard, Smeets, Dek, Turksma and Saric, 
2009), the duration of staring was systematically varied with durations of 0, 7.5, 15, 30 
and 300 seconds. We assessed pre-test to post-test increases in uncertainty and dissocia-
tion. Because the dissociation items in the first study were related to general feelings of 
dissociation, they were in the second study adapted to specifically relate to dissociative 
experiences of visual perception, like «It seemed as though I was looking at the gas stove 
through fog, as if it was further away and unclear». The time between pre-test and post-
test was 300 seconds for all groups. Between the pre-test and the post-test, the «0» second 
staring group did a filler task for 300 seconds, the «7.5» second group did a filler task for 
300-7.5 = 292.5 seconds right after the pre-test, and then stared for 7.5 seconds, et cetera. 
Not surprisingly, in the «0» second group no uncertainty or dissociation was induced. 
Significant increases in uncertainty were found after 15 seconds of staring, and significant 
increases in dissociation were reported after already 7.5 seconds.

For both variables, the increase followed a log-linear curve with around 50% of the 
increases obtained in the first 15 seconds and some 75% after 30 seconds. It occurs that 
perseverative staring at gas stoves or light bulbs (or other objects, for that matter) induces 
uncertainty about visual perception and dissociative experiences, and that these effects oc-
cur/take place fast. Thus, visually fixating on objects to make sure ones visual perception is 
veridical, a strategy used by some OC patients, is as counterproductive as repeated checking.

Perseverative reasoning 

As mentioned earlier, we observed a peculiar reasoning pattern in OC patients, which 
is easily recognized by clinicians treating them. For instance, a patient arrived at our clinic 
and needed to wash before shaking hands. She had taken the bus and touched other passen-
gers. She could not rule out that one of them was HIV infected, and therefore, she could not 
rule out that the virus was on her hands. If she did not wash her hands, she could not rule 
out that she might pass on the virus, she could not rule out that her therapist might catch 
the disease, in which case she would be certain she would be guilty for not having washed 
her hands. Interesting about this type of reasoning is, first of all, the type of question being 
posed: «Can I rule out that such and such might occur?». Strictly speaking, the answer to 
such a question is always negative and asking the question is, therefore, not informative. 

Leaving aside why OCD patients (and hypochondriacs) ask these questions, the type of 
reasoning involved seems perseverative: the scenario of transmitting HIV via skin contact 
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and washing HIV away with soap is inherently implausible: «jumping to the conclusion» 
that there is no use in washing is as adaptive and rational as jumping to the conclusion that 
seeing that a switch is off means that it is actually off.

Would adopting an OC-like reasoning style have the paradoxical effect that the certainty 
about innocuous outcomes decreases? To test this, healthy participants were administered 
a neutral situation and an improbable, catastrophic outcome. For example, the participants 
read a story in which they were babysitting their young niece. In this situation was de-
scribed that the pacifier of the niece falls on the ground, how the participant wiped it off 
carefully and gave it back to the niece. The harmful outcome was: «One day later your 
niece dies and you feel guilty». The participants were asked in a pre-test and a post-test 
to indicate how credible it was that the situation might lead to the harmful outcome. They 
were also asked to rate items about uncertainty. In between, two experimental groups 
generated respectively one or five different series of reasoning steps between the situation 
and the outcome, and the control group did a filler task. Although perseverative reasoning 
did not increase uncertainty about the outcome, the credibility of the outcome significantly 
increased from pre-test to post-test in the two experimental groups and not in the control 
group.

Thus, it seems that the original notion «uncertainty about memory ↔ repeated check-
ing» is a special case of a more encompassing phenomenon: «uncertainty about cognitive 
operations ↔ perseveration». The question then becomes how exactly perseveration would 
breed uncertainty, in particular the dissociative type of uncertainty seen in OCD.

PERSEvERATion AnD THE LoSS of AuToMATiC MEAninG

To «see» what a wine bottle means, requires top-down processing: the perceived image 
has to be related to memory representations of comparable objects and a decision has to be 
made that this particular object is in fact a wine bottle. This relating of an object with memory 
representations can be executed in two ways. First, we can consciously think about its mean-
ing and then decide that a bottle is an object that contains liquids, that this bottle resembles 
other bottles containing wine et cetera. Usually however, the perception of the meaning and 
nature of bottles or switches does not require any higher level cognition: it occurs automati-
cally, not requiring willful effort, thinking or consciousness. Strong and convincing evidence 
for this automatic perception of meaning stems from «priming studies» (e.g., see Meyer and 
Schvaneveldt, 1971). People can be flashed, on a computer screen, a prime-word like WINE. 
They can then be presented with one of three other target words: one is semantically related 
(BOTTLE), one is semantically unrelated (GARAGE) and the other word is a non-word 
(SYKRLO). The task of the participant is to decide, and respond as fast as possible, whether 
the presented target is a word or a non-word. The consistent finding is that, after the prime 
WINE, people are faster to decide that BOTTLE is a word than GARAGE. Apparently, the 
word «wine» automatically activates semantically related concepts. The every day percep-
tion of meaning seems to critically depend on this «automatic spreading of activation»: we 
perceive an object and immediately, related concepts are activated, resulting in an immediate 
experience of naturalness (den Heyer, Briand and Dannenbring, 1983; Dehaene et al.,1998). 
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Earlier, we referred to the phenomenon of «semantic satiation». After repeating a word 
several times, we still understand what the word means, but it feels strange. There are data 
showing that perseveration of a word interferes with the automatic spreading of activation. 
If we see the word WINE, we are quick to decide that the word BOTTLE is related. If we 
repeat the word WINE a series of times, we become slow in deciding that it is related to 
BOTTLE. The word WINE looses its power to serve as a prime for related words (Smith, 
1984; Sanbonmatsu, Posavac, Vanous, Ho and Fazio, 2007).

But what about perseverative motor behavior e.g., like checking coffee machines? 
Would compulsive perseveration of motor behavior likewise block the spreading of acti-
vation? To test this, 37 participants were asked to check a series of 20 objects either for 2 
times or 20 times. The nature of the activities was derived from OC patients. After each 
series of checks, a screen displayed a picture that was either related or unrelated to the 
checked object. After 2 checks, a clear spreading of activation was observed: participants 
were faster in deciding that an object was related than unrelated. Interestingly, after check-
ing 20 times the effect was abolished: participants were as fast for related as for unrelated 
objects (Giele, van den Hout, Engelhard, Dek, Hoogers and de Wit, 2011). It may be noted 
that repeating the actions for 20 times induced feelings of uncertainty, while repeating the 
actions twice did not. 

The findings may shed a fresh light on how perseveration induces the type of ambivalent 
uncertainty experienced by OC patients (e.g., «I can see the switch is off, but I don’t feel 
sure about it»). Perseveration deprives the stimuli and the actions involved of their capacity 
to automatically activate meaning: it blocks spreading of activation. The experiential end 
point seems to be that the person, on some higher level still «knows» the meaning of the 
stimuli and actions, but that they feel fuzzy and unreal.

This analysis may account for the paradoxical effects of checking, text repetition and 
visual fixation. It is less clear if and how «blocked spreading of activation» may account 
for the effects of what we choose to call perseverative reasoning (see above). Possibly the 
step-by-step, piecemeal reasoning reduces spreading of activation not because existing 
associations between e.g., «switch» and «light» are blocked, but because new and salient 
associations are being formed by the reasoning. After having followed a reasoning chain 
for a couple of times, future perception of the switch may activate a new series of concepts 
(explosion, fire, danger, guilt et cetera) that may compete with the activation of «light». 

Clearly, then, there is room for research testing the power of the «blocked activation 
of spreading of activation» hypothesis in the explanation of how perseveration promotes 
uncertainty.

ConCLuSionS

OCD patients are uncertain and this uncertainty seems to include ambivalence. 
Uncertainty relates to various cognitive operations like memory, perception, reasoning 
and language comprehension. Patients say they engage in perseveration as a response to 
uncertainty. Experimental research suggests that this perseveration backfires and increas-
es uncertainty. We also suggested how perseveration might have these negative effects. 
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Perseveration may block the normal «automatic spreading of activation» and this may be 
experienced as ambivalence about meaning; akin to the phenomenon of semantic satiation.

Though not novel, the findings do have clinical implications. Patients should be 
encouraged to refrain from perseveration. This boils down to Exposure and Response 
Prevention (ERP), which already is the treatment of choice for OCD (e.g., U.S. National 
Institute of Mental Health, 2009). The present findings may add to the rationale for ERP. 
They may be helpful in explaining to patients how they can become trapped in uncertainty 
by ritualizing.
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